Please join us for this lunch symposium, where we will discuss how data and technology are transforming traditional resuscitation industry standards. How do these changes affect best practices?

Presenters:

Ramon Soer
Operational Manager Cardiac Care Unit, Deventer Hospital, the Netherlands
Board member of the Dutch Society of Resuscitation Officers

Paul Aitken-Fell
Lead Consultant Paramedic, North East Ambulance Service
NHS Foundation Trust
Chair of the College of Paramedics in the UK

Agenda:

13h00 – 13h10: “What does intelligence mean to ZOLL, and how can our vision help resuscitation today?” ZOLL Medical, USA

13h10 – 13h30: “Intelligence in resuscitation today – real-world insight and experience” Ramon Soer

13h30 – 13h50: “Arming clinicians and patients with today’s technology to impact the future of resuscitation” Paul Aitken-Fell

13h50 – 14h00: Questions and answers

Lunch will be provided

WHERE INTELLIGENCE MEETS RESUSCITATION:
SETTING A NEW STANDARD?

Lunch Symposium • Friday, 20 September • 13.00—14.00
Ljubljana Exhibition and Convention Center, Galerija 1

REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED; SEATS ARE LIMITED!
REGISTER NOW AT WWW.ZOLL.COM/ERC